The History of India in 50 Events In The History of India in 50 Events you will explore the rich and storied culture of the Indian subcontinent. This region of the world, largely considered to be one of the cradles of civilization, has developed over a period of over 5,000 years. —The New York Times Book Review From the bestselling author of Return of a King, the story of how the East India Company took over large swaths of Asia, and the devastating results of the corporation running a country. In August 1765, the East India Company defeated the young Mughal emperor and set up, in his place, a government run by English traders who. So, writing a book on Indian history which can cover the subject in its entirety can be an impossible task. The history of India has seen the influence of many kings. It was also shaped by many queens, countless empires, religions and finally, its people. Unsurprisingly, thousands of books, academic and otherwise, are written on the history of India. As a result, finding books on this ancient civilization and its history can prove to be a difficult task. So, to help and guide our readers, we have compiled this list of books on Indian history. The list contains 53 books. Î„ â— Indian history book stubsÂŽ (53 P). Pages in category “History books about India”. The following 77 pages are in this category, out of 77 total. This list may not reflect recent changes (learn more). 0â€”9. 173 Hours in Captivity. A. An Advanced History of India. Â The Cambridge History of India. Cochin State Manual. Conquerors: How Portugal Forged the First Global Empire. Read India: A History book reviews & author details and more at Amazon.in. Free delivery on qualified orders. Â â€œCertainly the most balanced and lucid historyâ€œ his passion for India shines through and illuminates every pageâ€œ puts Keay in the front rank of Indian historiographers.Â™ Spectator. About the Author. About the Author: John Keay is a well-known English author, who is also a journalist. His works are mainly based on historical India and the Far East. He has worked at The Economist magazine and written stories for BBC Radio. Apart from this book, he has authored other books like Into India, When Men And Mountains Meet, The Gilgit Game and India Discovered, in his book, First War of Indian Independence. a brief history of modern India The Man Who Saved India; Sardar Patel and His Idea of India. 403 PagesÂ•2018Â•2.94 MBÂ•19,326 DownloadsÂ•NewÂ• A History of Ancient and Early Medieval India: From the Stone Age to the 12th Century Upinder History of India and Indian National Movement. 51 PagesÂ•2012Â•775 KBÂ•30,306 Downloads. and the Ghaggar 6 History of India and Indian National Movement History of India and Indi India: The Ancient Past: A History of the Indian Subcontinent from c. 7000 BCE to CE 1200. 495 PagesÂ•2016Â•14.52 MBÂ•15,731 DownloadsÂ•New!, economic, social and geographical history of ancient India from the time of the pre-Harappan culture nin